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CLUB OBJECTIVES

MEMBERSHIP

(a)

To encourage members to perfect, by selective breeding,
physically and temperamentally sound Irish Water
Spaniels; to do all possible to promote their natural
abilities & qualities;

(b)

To encourage the organization of independent local IWS
clubs in the localities where there are sufficient IWS
fanciers to meet the requirements of the American
Kennel Club;

Is open to all who are in good standing with the American
Kennel Club and subscribe to the purposes of the Irish
Water Spaniel Club of America. Please submit completed
application form to the Membership Chair with dues
payment for the current year.

(c)

To urge members & breeders to accept the standard of
the breed as approved by AKC as the only standard of
excellence by which IWS shall be judged;

(d) To do all in its power to protect and advance the interest
in the breed by encouraging sportsmanlike competition at
dog shows, field trials, obedience trials and tracking tests;
to do all possible to further the use of the Irish Water
Spaniel as a hunting dog;

(e) To conduct sanctioned matches, specialties, field and
obedience trials and tracking tests under the rules and
regulations of the American Kennel Club.

Dues: Checks payable to IWSCA (payable in U.S. funds)
Individual membership $25
Household membership $40
Overseas: Same as above but please include additional
$20 to cover international shipping surcharges
Send application with check, payable in U.S. funds, to:
Kim Kezer
86 High Street
Amesbury, MA 01913 USA

By Jack McDaniel

President’s Message
November—December
Development Centers Program discussed the problems
encountered in developing a program mostly based on
Labrador Retrievers. The field Labs are taught to use their
vision to mark and consequently the noses have taken a hit!
That is the one thing I have always noticed about our IWS’s,
their noses get them in big trouble in the field marking tests. I
had never given it a thought as to the breeding program of
breeding good marking dogs to other good marking dogs,

As I write this Nike, Christine Robertson’s IWS is competing in
the AKC Nationals and has passed four of the tests so far.
What a great tribute to the working IWS. It takes a lot of time,
patience, work and money to get that far. Congratulations
Christine!!!! I hope you go all the way.

“One of the greatest parts of
being on the board of IWSCA is
seeing how much the members
partake in events all over the
country and how people are
constantly stepping up to help
and volunteer their services.”

It sounds like the drowned water rats at Wine Country had a
great time in spite of the weather. I know when we were there
a few years ago it was very, very wet and then we just missed
the big snow storm a week later that dumped 30” of snow. It
was nice to see so many of you participate.

forgetting that you might be sacrificing something that you may
need for another venue. Scott is developing a program using
dogs with high scent ability and is getting a very high success
ratio.

One of the greatest parts of being on the board of IWSCA is
seeing how much the members partake in events all over the
country and how people are constantly stepping up to help
and volunteer their services. Our committee chairmen are
doing a great job and if you feel inclined, I am sure they would
appreciate it if you offered some help in the areas you are
interested in. Many hands make light work.

Another thing that he brought up was the Penn Hip testing.
He tests all of their dogs with Penn Hip, starting at 6 months
and every 6 months till 2 years old. They do not do OFA and
he has found great success with his methods. He checks
elbows at 6 months with x-ray and then stops. He said he
doesn’t consider elbows a problem and has only had one dog
with elbow problems.

I recently attended the NAIA conference in Denver CO. The
theme of the conference was “Enhancing the Bond:
Preserving our working, performing and companion animals.
What a great experience to be able to attend. I was surprised
at the number of high level AKC personnel in attendance. The
General Counsel of AKC , Margaret Poindexter was one of the
presenters, also Doug Ljungren, Asst. VP of performance
events did a presentation. In addition Sheila Goffe, Director of
Government Relations was in attendance. I think the thing
that surprised me most about the conference, was the lack of
political talk and the abundance of discussions on breeding
programs and genetics.

I had a discussion with Doug Ljungren, (AKC Performance)
about letting IWS run the Spaniel Flushing tests and not lose
our standing in the Retriever tests. This could be a great coup
for the IWS. It would give us another venue and more titles to
work on. I believe the IWS could really stand out in these
tests. I am corresponding with him about this and I think we
could get it if the club wants it. If you have any feelings pro or
con, let me know. By the time you read this I should have a
pretty good feel for what we can gain. I am also talking to him
about being able to get the WC, WCX listed on the pedigrees
and it looks like we might be able to accomplish that also.
There would be a fee for this, but many people would be
willing to pay it. This is a very exciting development and it
shows a changing AKC that will only benefit us.

Scott Thomas, Manager of the TSA Canine Breeding and
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By Deborah Bilardi

Secretary’s Report
Breeders’ Education Committee: Mindy reported writing a
letter for our newsletter about the donation the BEC gave to
the Rabies Challenge. The letter also recommends members
Attending Board Members: President Jack McDaniel, 1st VP support the Challenge individually. She also reported the
Gregory Johnson, 2nd VP Deborah Hughes, Treasurer Sandy Puppy Packets are in the works. Moe Gasperetti, Ginny
Ascot, Membership Jeremy Kezer, AKC Delegate Evelyn Van Spencer, and Carolyn Randel are working on the project.
Mindy reported she is waiting for the Boards’ input on the
Uden, and Secretary Deborah Bilardi
Amendments to BEC Criteria. They were forwarded to the
Board on July 21st.
Attending Guests: 2011 Specialty Chair Sharon Moreland,
BEC Chair Mindy Garbarino, Rescue Chair Susanne Hogan
Minutes of the August 11, 2010 IWSCA Board’s
Teleconference

This was a listen only conference call open to all IWSCA
members.
The meeting was called to order by President Jack McDaniel
at 5:20 PM Pacific Time
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as
published. The vote was unanimous.
Jack requested a list of all Board members cell, work and
home phone numbers to be posted in files section of this list.
Secretary’s Report: Deborah B. No Report
Treasurers Report: Sandy reported the 2010 Specialty is not
closed. Sandy is reformatting the IWSCA excel financial
report to fit the committee structure and will be adding the
budget amounts so the board can see the funding lines for
different uses this year.
Rescue: Sandy reported a total of $25,000.00 in the Rescue
Fund; the amount budgeted for 2010 is $2,200. This year the
expenses have been $665.00 on an earlier rescue, $610.00
on Mia and $200.00 to return Jason to his breeder. This brings
the total spent so far this year to $1,475.00. Rescue Chair
Susanne Hogan reported thinking about fundraising activities
and she announced that Moe Gasperetti has joined Dorothy
Line, Lisa Schaitberger, and Tara Darling-Lyon as a Rescue
Coordinator. Moe will help with transitions and will be
developing packages for our rescues. Dorothy has confirmed
the contact info on the website is updated. Lisa is reviewing
documents. Tara is working on a logo and posted on the
breeders’ lists a working format of how Rescue works. There
will be Rescue updates in each newsletter. Nona & Harlan
Noel have generously offered to do weekly internet searches
for our lost/abandoned dogs. The link to Rescue on our
website is live. Susanne also reported the Rescue Mia was
spayed, vet checked, chipped, and is in happy home. Baylor,
an owner surrender, will be going into rescue. The two
Arkansas dogs are being returned to their breeders privately.
Rat Tails ♦ 6 ♦ Nov.-Dec. 2010

“...Puppy Packets are in the
works. Moe Gasperetti, Ginny
Spencer, and Carolyn Randel
are working on the project.”

JEC: No Report
Health & Genetics: Deborah H. reported for Laurel Baglia,
there have been 350 responses to the survey but, we need
twice that number of responses. The survey deadline will be
extended to allow more time for owners to respond. The
additional time will bring the survey costs to about $950.00 to
$1,200.00. Deborah also reported that Dr. Smith has been
confirmed as a speaker at the 2011 IWSCA National
Specialty. Her subject will be Elbow Dysplasia. Sandy reported
the Canine Health Foundation balance as of June 30th
dropped from $14,533.00 to $14,422.00.
Illustrated Standard: Jeremy reported no update for Dan
Sayers. Dan is waiting for input from the Standard Committee
to proceed.
By-Laws: Gregory reported plans to get back to work on
Monday, new member to be added soon, and he plans to have
a proposal by early spring.

Minutes of the August 11, 2010 IWSCA Board’s Teleconference — Continued
thousand dollars in donations, our trophies will include antique
items, such as very old silver, glass, and carved decoys, and
we already have some significant donation from members,
Historian: No report
including airline miles for our speaker, donation of entire cost
of goodie bags, donations of items for bags, t-shirts, the
Website: Deborah H. reported the membership area of our
President of OFA has been confirmed as our Educational
website is in works
Speaker, the Co-Chairs have a meeting scheduled, this week,
Thyroid Study: Sandy reported for Florence Blecher that 100 with Host Hotel, to go over schedule, the Co-Chairs and Agility
Chair plan to meet with Show/Trial Secretary and Agility Judge
dogs received the BEC subsidy of $20.00 for a total bill of
$2,000.00. The Thyroid Study Fund is $2,160.00 so $160.00 is this weekend.
left in the fund. The researchers would like more samples to
Code of Ethics: Jeremy sent a list of recommended reading
test. Dr. Dodds is waiting for an update from the European
materials to Committee members that included other clubs’
researcher. We are close to a marker but, they need more
affected dogs’ samples and most important is family members COE. They will begin work soon.
with and without the disease. The Board will ask Laurel about
Performance Awards: The Chair is Evelyn with members Deb
this study.
Nezgoda and Walter Kilmer. They are looking for a field
person to join them. Jack talked to Tim Ufkes about
Specialty 2011: Sharon started the report by thanking
Gregory Johnson, our Specialty Liaison, for his valuable input. conformation.
She then reported all sites under contract, all judges for AKC
events were chosen, however the our Obedience/Rally judge Deborah Hughes made the motion to adjourn, Evelyn Van
has become ill and we are looking for a new one, the web site Uden seconded, the motion passed unanimously at 5:59 PM
is up-dated to current status, the Auction already has several Pacific Time.
Top Producer: No report

Get your Christmas shopping done early this year and from the comforts of your own
home! For hand made, one-of-a-kind gifts, we offer Irish Water Spaniel items ranging from
sculptures and hand-turned, exotic wood boxes to jewelry and Christmas ornaments. We
have added hand-braided leashes and bottle stoppers to our inventory.

Visit our website at http://thundermountainexpressions.webs.com
Rod and Renae Peterson
eclawiws@aol.com
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By Dorothy Line

Specialty Spotlight
2011 National Specialty Update
Much big news on the specialty front! We out here in California Golden Gate bridge, the Bay bridge, the City front and even
are all hard at work on our once a year “gathering of the clan” Alcatraz Island! Sit back and relax for 3 hours, take in the
sights and feel that ocean air on your face. The tickets to win
that is our National Specialty.
this raffle are a donation of 5.00 each or a 20.00 donation for 5
Next year’s specialty will be held in gorgeous Novato,
tickets. Go to the Specialty website homepage and click on the
California. It is Northern Cal at it’s finest. California’s wine
“Store” tab and then click on the “Raffle” tab for information on
country will be in full bloom by May and promises to be breath
where to donate for tickets.
taking! For those of you that have never experienced Northern
California prepare yourself for gorgeous weather everyday and
a trip filled with the sights and sounds of San Francisco’s
finest. Make time to enjoy some of the finest restaurants in
America. Or keep it simple and find some lunch at the Farmer’s
Market at Ferry Plaza. If you want some of the best Chinese
food you have ever eaten, jump on a cable car and go into
Chinatown. Chinatown also has tons of ethnic import shops
from the least expensive to museum quality objects. Be sure to
Another fun specialty activity we will offer next year will be 15
check out Ghiradelli Square with it’s multitude of unique retail
minute pet readings with our very own Lisa Shaw. Lisa has
opportunities. And of course, you must see the Golden Gate
bridge. Along with the bridge is of course, the park. The Golden been an animal communication specialist and a Reiki master
who has been in professional practice since 1990. A
Gate Park is a huge municipal park that stretches for miles.
clairvoyant, she sends and receives pictures telepathically,
There you can find a herd of buffalo or visit the park’s
conservatory and see acres and acres of exotic flowers under allowing for deep and meaningful exchanges between you and
glass. They also boast one of the worlds great art museums as your pet.
well as a new natural history museum with an indoor tropical
jungle. Take the spiral staircase from the ground floor, (with the She has agreed to allow us to offer twenty 15-minute mini
readings for $20.00 each. She will have her very own pop up
crocodiles, yow!) up to the top floor with the birds and the
tent outside on the motel grounds so you can be sure to have a
butterflies. For those craving a more macabre experience,
private and intimate conversation with her during your reading.
don’t miss the Alcatraz Island tour.

“If you are one of the lucky raffle
winners you will be treated to wine and
hor d’oeuvres and a fabulous tour of
the Bay.”

Speaking of the Golden Gate bridge, Rich and Kathi Fortmann
have graciously offered to share their beautiful 54 foot motor
yacht with 3 lucky couples for a 3 hour tour. If you are one of
the lucky raffle winners you will be treated to wine and hor
d’oeuvres and a fabulous tour of the Bay. You will see the

Because of time constraints, we can only offer 20 readings
during her time at the specialty. All spots will have to be prepaid. This is being offered on a first come first served basis. To
reserve your spot please mail a check for 20.00 made out to
IWSCA to:
Dorothy Line
2309 24th St.
Bakersfield, CA. 93301
Please remember to include a note with your check that has
your contact information on it. It can be an email address or a
phone number, or both. I will contact you as soon as I receive
your check to set up a convenient appointment time for you to
have your reading with Lisa Shaw.

Rich and Kathi’s 54 foot motor yacht
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FYI, since I posted this to the IWS online list half of Lisa’s
reading appointments have already been taken so if you think
you might be interested you might consider contacting me
pronto. She will be reading on Thursday, May 19th, Friday,
May 20th and Saturday, May 21st.

2011 National Specialty Update — continued
To learn more about Lisa, check out her website at http://
www.reikidogs.com/index.html
She can communicate with a living pet or one that has passed
over the Rainbow Bridge (or as Lisa likes to call it, living in
spirit). It is not necessary to have your pet there with you, she
can read from a photograph of your pet. So if you are coming
but your pet is not, be sure to have a photo handy for her.
And, of course, she can read directly from the dog sitting in
front of her, too.
A communication session can help you:
Solve behavioral mysteries
Detect physical imbalances
Discover your animal companion’s inner thoughts
Bond on a deeper level
Enjoy a two way conversation

To learn more about Dr. Smith go to the specialty website
homepage http://www.iwsca2011.com/index.html and click on
Events, then click on Seminars/Meetings.
On a final note, I want to urge everyone to make their hotel
reservations as soon as possible. Our host hotel, The Inn
Marin http://www.innmarin.com/ is a single floor 70 room hotel.
Quite a few, but not all, of the rooms front a central patio and
large lawn area. The lawn area is where we will hold our
specialty. If you are fortunate enough to get one of those
rooms you will have a front row seat to the specialty from the
door of your hotel! To see a really nice aerial view of the hotel
and grounds, click the “Lodging” tab on the specialty website.
As of October 15th, there were only 4 rooms with king size
beds left and 3 rooms with two double beds left facing what
will be our showgrounds. Some folks have mentioned having
trouble booking their rooms online. I don’t know if the motel
has cleared that up yet so the fastest, surest way to reserve
your room is to call them directly at 1-800-652-6565 or 1-415883-5952. Our group block code is IWSCA.

Also, directly across the highway from the hotel is the Marin
Humane Society. It’s a wonderful place where they have a top
flight training center. They offer a huge animal behavioral
program employing professional animal behaviorists. They
have been so successful with their shelter, adoption programs
and their training facilities that they routinely bring in
approximately 200 dogs a month from other over burdened
shelters in California to adopt out! That’s the way to do it!
Kudos to the folks that make it all happen there.
They have a large fenced paddock area for off leash exercise
and tennis ball throwing that our dogs can use and they are
about a 5 minute walk from the hotel or a two minute drive.
They also have a big lawn area where we will hold our agility
trials on Tuesday, May 17th. We will have the use of a large
Lisa Shaw - animal communicator
barn there on the property where we will offer a box lunch and
then have our annual meeting there after lunch on Tuesday,
As a guest speaker, we are very excited to have Dr.
the day of the agility trials. For more information or to see the
Frances Smith, President of the OFA. Dr. Smith wrote her
facility
check out their website at
PhD thesis on the techniques for freezing semen. Dr. Smith
http://www.marinhumanesociety.org/
After spending some
currently practices reproductive medicine and was one of
time
on
the
website
I
could
see
why
they
were such a
the inventors of the surgical method of implanting semen in
successful
organization!
dogs. She is very knowledgeable about the development of
the screening methodology that OFA uses for elbows and
will present international studies on the heritability of elbow Also new on the Specialty website http://www.iwsca2011.com/
index.html are tee shirts for sale in the store! We presently
dysplasia. She will be joining us for dinner on wednesday
the 18th at the Inn Marin and then will give her presentation have some groovin’ tee shirts that are really unique and
reasonably priced. They are heavy weight pigment dyed tee
“Elbow Dysplasia, Myths and Mysteries” after dinner.
shirts. The graphic on the front is called a “Wordle”. It’s
actually our breed standard put into a wordle shaped like an
Dr. Smith is one of the only board certified small animal
IWS. Nifty! They come in 3 colors- Goldenrod (a light butter
reproduction specialists in private practice in the United
yellow), Putty (a grey-beige) and Wheat (a golden tan) and
States.
they are 18.00 each.
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2011 National Specialty Update — continued
To see a close up of the graphic on the front of the shirt go to reading with Lisa Shaw before they are all gone. Readings
with Lisa Shaw are first come first served and must be prethe specialty website http://www.iwsca2011.com/index.html
and click on the “Store” tab. There is a nice close up picture of paid.
it there.
-Buy a cool Wordle tee-shirt and be the envy of all of your
friends!
On a final note, I am the auction/raffle chair and am on the
hunt for any and all donations. Those of you in the mood to
-And send me lots of stuff for the auction!!!
lighten your load and maybe part with some IWS memorabilia
I look forward to seeing you all in Novato, CA in 2011!
please contact me! Those of you looking to lighten your load
that have some fun “un-IWS”
stuff you would be willing to
contribute also contact me. No
donation too small! I will take
any and all donations. My email
address is:
dorothyline@sbcglobal.net
So, in closing for this edition of
the Specialty Spotlight:
-Mark your calendars for the
week of May 16th to the 22nd
and make a plan to come join us
in the Bay area for what will be
an awesome time!
-Make your hotel reservations
early if you want to snag one of
the rooms facing the lawn.
-Don’t forget to donate for raffle
tickets for the motor yacht tour
on the Bay.
-Make your appointment for your

New Membership Applications
Deborah Gendel
3836 Visa Park
Travers City, MI 49684
231-620-0222
irishwspaniel@gmail.com
Owns: Misty
Endorsed by: Elizabeth Weaver & Jennifer
Weaver
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Charles & Nancy Turner
12 St. George Road
Baltimore, MD 21210
410-464-1116
turner21209@mail.com
Owns: Dublin
Endorsed by: Lynn Musgrave & Jim Rubin

Ervins & Laura Ramanis
9176 Cold Stream Lane
Eden Prairie, MN 55347
612-840-4615
ervunlaura@aol.com
Owns: Ringo
Endorsed by: Lynn Musgrave & Greg
Johnson

By Tara Darling

Water Spaniels With Experience
ABCs of Rescue
Rescue is blessed to have someone right now (Susanne
Hogan) who is totally on the ball with rescues as our lead.
Several Rescues/Rehomes have come up in the last few
months with many people jumping in to help. That willingness
to help is great—thank you all.

2. Try to make sure the dog is an IWS. This can frequently be
difficult so err on the side of getting involved if it is likely an
IWS. Until we are certain, we will work with other Rescue
groups to determine responsibility.
3. Find out contact information on dog.

To help each of you understand our Rescue process better
and participate in a way that helps us help the dogs, gives
IWSCA members the information they need and want relative
to this program, and prevents some of the emotions that are
always present for all of us in this effort, I would like to do a
little “ABC’s of Rescue.”
ABCs of Rescue
DO:
1. Call or email one of the Rescue coordinators if you learn of
a potential IWS in need:
Susanne Hogan (Lead) (219) 929-5765
susannehogan@gmail.com
Tara Darling (East) (914) 698-4854
taraiws@optonline.net
Lisa Schaitberger (Midwest) (262) 308-6723
bogdogs@gmail.com

Don’t...Try to do it all yourself.”
4. Assess if in danger such as kill shelter or abusive home.
5 Only if the dog (or a household member) is in danger,
remove the dog from the situation, if possible.
6. Let the IWS Rescue people be point so the situation can
get resolved quickly and appropriately.
7. Get involved -- touch base with your local Rescue person
so we know we can tap you if we need help.
Don’t:
1.

Post the situation on the Yahoo lists (misinformation can
occur). Rescue may be able to post quickly with the
situation AND the solution, making the post more useful
to helping the IWS involved. We will use the lists
regularly to inform and solicit help for Rescue.

2.

Take dog out of home if there is no danger to the dog or
to the household. It is much less stressful on dogs to
have fewer temporary homes.

3.

Publicly put blame on either owner or breeder (makes
situation harder to work out).

4.

Try to do it all yourself. The IWS group is a lovely, very
helpful group of people and we are there to help these
dogs. Sometimes too many folks all calling makes the
situation harder to deal with to the benefit of the IWS
involved.

Dorothy Line (West) (661) 631-2424
dorothyline@sbcglobal.net

These are tips that we have learned over the years that we
believe are most likely to result in a Rescue/Rehome that
benefits the IWS involved. They also provide a coordinated
approach that allows the entire IWSCA to help in the process
as individuals are able and without the stress that often
accompanies these difficult situations.
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ABCs of Rescue — continued

Bibliography
In addition, to inform Rescue, the IWSCA at large, and our
new home applicants on the situations faced by an IWS
needing a new forever home, we are beginning to collect a
bibliography. A few of those references are listed below. We
invite you to do a review of these books for us and we’ll use
them as we update out website. Give us feedback on how you
think these books help prospective new IWS owners and
prospective new dog owners. Should we recommend these
books to applicants as soon as they give us an application for
a Rescue/Rehome IWS? Which or all? Are there other
references we should include?

Status
As of the newsletter deadline, we are assisting in a breeder
rehome and have about a half dozen well-qualified homes.
Finding the right home for each dog, of course, means that we
may or may not be able to match these homes to the dog
needing a home so we continue to identify potential homes so
each dog can be appropriately placed. This is especially true
when we have a Rescue or Rehome six years of age or older
or with individual characteristics that do not fit in every
potential home.

“Second Hand Dog,” Carol Lea Benjamin

Harlan Noel is assisting us by monitoring the Internet sites
(PetFinder, PuppyFind, and CraigsList) for potential homeless
IWS.

“Do Over Dogs – Give Your Dog a Second Chance at a First
Class Life,” Pat Miller

Dorothy Line has volunteered to do our Veterinarian reference
checks.

“Don’t Dump the Dog,” Randy Grim with Melinda Roth

The website has some updates and we will be continuing to
work to make it better each month. Check it regularly to let us
know how you like it or if something needs to be addressed
that we missed.

“Rescue Matters! How to Find, Foster, and Rehome
Companion Animals – A Guide for Volunteers and
Organizations,” Sheila Webster Boneham, PhD

By Susanne Hogan

Looking for a Home:
Otis
Otis a six year old male IWS is looking for a new
home. He is currently being fostered with Susanne Hogan. He is great with other dogs, cats
and kids. In good health and is trained. He was
given up because he is a fence jumper. He is
great dog other then that. If you are interested
please email or call Susanne Hogan
susannehogan@gmail.com or 219 929-5765

Breaking News
Otis has found a
home!
Otis in the Irises
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By Evelyn Van Uden

Meeting in Newark
Delegate’s Report
The September Delegates meeting was held on September
14, 2010 in Newark, N. J.
On Monday the Parent Club caucus reviewed the success of
the Parent Club Conference which our own Jim Rubin
attended. There were rave reviews and it was suggested that
in the future the parent clubs consider sending two members
to represent their clubs.
The importance of the relationship between the Parent Club
and the AKC was emphasized. It was suggested that there
should be a team effort. The speaker compared it with being
part of a family.
Some suggestions that were made were to consider a
Reserve Best in Show and adding two more placements in
Group.
It was suggested that all Clubs should consider insurance for
Club Board Members. It was recommended that the club
boards should come forward and let the membership know
what they hope to accomplish and how they hope to do it. I
would add to that, the membership should add their input so
that the Board knows what direction the membership wants
the Board to take.
Any Parent Club can obtain AKC title reports on all events.
This information is available to the President, Secretary and
Delegate. I have already asked Debbie to apply so we can
utilize this service.
On Tuesday the Delegate Forum was a presentation on
“Responsible Pet Ownership-The Calgary Model of Animal
Control” Presented by Bill Bruce, Director Animal & Bylaw
Services - The City of Calgary. This was an excellent
presentation explaining how they deal with animal services

utilizing partnerships, education and enforcement only when
necessary. They have very low aggression rates, low
euthanasia, and high return to owner rates and it is a self
funding operation without tax dollar support. Part of what they
do is require that all dogs and cats have a license and
identification. Their concept is based on, it is not the animal
who is the problem it is that the animal has been let down by a
human. It makes the pet owner accountable and that is their
key to success.

“The importance of the
relationship between the Parent
Club and the AKC was
emphasized…”
Board Chairman gave his report and discussed the meeting of
the Delegates Coordinating Committee. Topics included the
state of the sport, and how the Board, management staff and
Delegates can work together to overcome the many
challenges that face the AKC and the Sport. The AKC has
just launched the Breeder of Merit Program to recognize the
responsible breeders and their dedication to the puppy buying
public.
There was a standing vote on the proposed amendment to
remove term limits
151 voted in favor 220 were opposed. The vote failed.
As we know AKC depends on registration for most of their
revenue. David Roberts spoke about six easy ways to get
100% registration. All are explained on the new breeders
workshop on the AKC website.

Submission Deadlines
Issue

Deadline

January – February 2011

Dec. 15, 2010

March – April 2011 (Nationals Information)

Feb. 15, 2011

May – June 2011

April 17, 2011

July – August 2011 (Nationals Results)

June 15, 2011

September – October 2011

August 15, 2011

November –December 2011 (Holiday Theme)

Oct. 15, 2011
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By Tara Darling

Northeast Report
This has been a very busy time here in the NE with both our
supported entries.

Breed and Whistle Stops Wind on Fire/Greg Siner was BOS
and WB. Select was Ch D’locks St. James Gate/Jim Rubin.

Wine County again was a wonderful event hosted by Rich and
Mary Su Turner. They really know how to make you feel
welcome. We had over 30 IWS turn out for the event with even
more IWS folk there to support us. The first day in the ring it
rained, and if you know Wine Country, that is a disaster. The
rest of the weekend was knee deep in mud and hay and the
IWS ring was the worst of all. I have never seen so many IWS
being carried. I being one who did, I have to tell you it is no
small feat to carry one of the boys. The highlight was watching
Shona take a fall into the mud on Friday. Jim Rubin’s D’locks
St James Gate won best of breed all four days, while Marica
Newstaldt’s boy became a champion

At the other shows that weekend, Keegan picked up BOB both
days while Whistle Stops Wind on Fire went WB/BOS to finish
and she went BOS again on Sat. WB on Sat was Luck Puddle
Weekend Warrior / Catherine Watson.
At other Shows
Cape Cod Kennel Club 9/18 judge: Dr. Massey
WD/BOS Mallyree's All That Jazz/ Marica Newstadt
WB/BOW/BOB Mallyree's Contessa at Poole's Ide Emily Pikul
South Shore Kennel Club 9/19 judge: Ms. Beth Sweigart
WD/BOS Mallyree's Here Comes the Son/Pam Manus
WB/BOW/BOB Mallyree's Contessa at PoolesIide/ Emily Pikul

Thursday WD was Mallyree All That Jazz/Pam Manus
Other news :
WB was Overlooks Jol Divive/Helen Howard
BOS was Ch Tara’s Water Baroness/Shona Ensign Ch. Castlehill's Opal Juliette CGC TDI TDIA TDIAOV CD RAE
RL1X2 RL2X3 RL3X2 ARCH ARCHX ARCHEX has been
BOB D’locks St James Gate/Jim Rubin
ranked nationally by APDT for her performances in the year
Friday WD Mallyree Here Comes the Son/Marica Newstadt 2009. In the ARCHX title, Juliette is Ranked #5 in the
WB Waterfords Anything You Want/Shona Ensign nation. In the Top 20 Teams Overall, She is ranked #12 in the
nation. Way to go Natalie Weissman!
BOS Ch Tara’s Water Baroness/Shona Ensign
BOB Ch D’locks St James Gate / Jim Rubin
Alice Getchell reports that Maddy (CH C-ATCH 2
Sel Ch Chanticos Spirit in the Surf / Kim Kezer
Muddywaters Isle of Madaket CD, JH, RA, TDIA, NAP, NJP,
WC) got her Rally Advanced title in August at Cantebury, NH;
Saturday WD Mallyree All that Jazz
BOS WB Whistle Stops the Wind on Fire/Greg Siner WC title in August at West Thompson, CT; as well as her
BOB Ch D’locks St James Gate / Jim Rubin
JH title in September in Woodstock, CT; and is now an All
Sel Ch Tara’s the Water Baroness/Shona Ensign
Around IWS.
Sunday WD Wicked Messenger De L”Atto /Wayne Dickson
BOS WB Whistle Stops the Wind on Fire/Greg Siner
BOB Ch D’locks St James Gate/ Jim Rubin
Sel CH Samhaim Brod De’l Alto/ Wayne Dickson
In obedience
Ch Irish Mist Fistful o Dollars (Sully) Cindy Rathbun was 1st in
Utility on Sat and 3rd on Sunday. Araglins C The Magic
GoesOn with Allan Chappell was 1st in novice B on Thursday
and Chanticos Spirit in the Surf with Kim Kezer picked up a leg
in novice.
Our Second Supported show was Morris and Essex. We had a
fine turn out there as well with nine Class bitches and two
specials.
Ch Poole’s Ide Got Water RN / Stacy Duncan was Best of
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By Hannah Loonsk

Mid-Atlantic Report
Congratulations to the Cantrell Clan!
Marilyn Cantrell and her IWS have been having a busy fall. CH
Irish Mist’s Mickey McGuire RE NAJ earned his Novice
Jumpers title (with three scores of 100!) and his second leg in
Novice Standard in September at Warrenton Kennel Club. He
earned his Rally Excellent title on October 8th at Mt Vernon
Dog Training Club. Ballyhoo’s Juicy Plum RA “Shayla” was
right beside him in Rally Excellent, earning two legs (with one
1st place). They hope to finish a few more titles this year!

bad case of heartworm (diagnosed four months before Shari
got her), was spooked by everything, and snatched food from
anywhere. Now she is full of her own spirit! She visits the dog
park which is a quarter mile from their house every day. She
runs with all the dogs and barks with excitement, urging the
others on to play and chase. She is always gentle, fast as a
whippet, and loves to roll in the grass, dirt, or mud! She has
given up her private spot under the bed and now shares the
top with the rest of her family. She may not have a perfect IWS
coat, but she represents the best of IWS smarts and
personality!

Let’s show those East Coast Sporting Dogs just how
versatile the IWS is!
Here is a challenge from the Mid-Atlantic Group to all you IWS
folks. On March 4-6, 2011, there will be three days of rally,
obedience and breed showing at Maryland Sporting Dog, with
an IWSCA supported entry on Saturday. We should have lots
of puppies ready for the breed ring. There is always a
wonderful group of IWS at this gathering with their family and
friends and, through the generosity of fellow members, we also
have some FANTASTIC prizes to award. Please start that
Got News?
training now and mark your calendars!
If you have done something exciting or fun with your Irish
Water Spaniel recently, the club wants to hear about it! Please
Congratulations to Stephanie, Clark, Scout, and Glider!
send your news, brags, announcements, show results and
Clark (Ch Cuardach Blaze The Trail CD RA MX MXJ XF)
earned his MACH on September 11th. Scout (MACH NATCH stories to Hannah Loonsk at hannahlo@comcast.net for the
next Mid-Atlantic Regional report.
Ch Madcap's Way To My Heart UD RE JH MXP MJP XF)
earned her PAX (Preferred Agility Excellent title) on August
IN MEMORIAM
15th and Glider (Cuardach Makes My Heart Soar RN AX AXJ
XF) earned her AX (Excellent Standard) on August 14th and
CH. LIEBRAN MERRY TATTERED SAILS,
her XF (Excellent Fast) on September 5th. Wow!

“Siri has given up her private
spot under the bed and now
shares the top with the rest of
her family.”

Big Strides for Siri
Shari Conley-Edwards wants to share how far her rescue, Siri,
has come since she was taken from a North Carolina shelter
for the second time one year ago by Moe Gasperetti. Siri had a

CD, RN
September 16, 1999 - October 12, 2010
Owners: Kent and Karen Shaver
and Joan Hanawalt

By Grattan Foy

Southeast Report
We have not had much activity down in the Southeast but what
we have done has been impressive. First we had a small
group come up for the Wine Country Cluster in New York
State. Helen and David Howard's Jenny aka Overlook Joi Di
Vive took Winners Bitch the first day for 4 pts and her second
major. In early October Ginny and Larry Spencer took their
Tibbot aka Grainne's Tibbot D'lochs down to a hunt test in
Eastern North Carolina and he came back with his Junior
Hunter Title. On the agility end Ken Loree and Sarah Jean
have been working on obtaining their Mach title.... and they
did! We are proud to announce that Sarah Jean is now MACH
Poole's Ide Skyrish D'locks CD RN CGC. This was a huge
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accomplishment for them and we know that Sandy is smiling
down from ear to ear.
We also have some new additions in the Southeast. Karen
and Rick Mulkearn have moved down to South Carolina with
the Nawed Shoe clan. Karen is now working with Pam Kadlec
at Just Ducky Kennel. Joanne Clifton-Wirth has moved to
North Carolina from California with her Water Spaniels. We
also have grown our family by two with "Tosh" aka D'locks
Causing a Commotion in Midwood out of
Luna/ Charlie
Brown and Lucy Crawford Foy-Marfella---our human baby born
on October 4th.

By Colleen McDaniel

Northwest Report
The past few months have brought many titles and recognition
to a number of the NW IWS. I think there are a couple of
accomplishments that really stand out in my mind: Russ
Dodds has really shown a keen interest in working on field
titles with his boy, Cooper. Considering the Dodds had no
desire other than getting a dog for a companion and some
boating, where their association with this breed has taken
them is amazing. Russ has handled Cooper to both his JH in
AKC and his Started in UKC and got both titles in four straight.
He also is staying the course and is working Cooper towards
his advanced titles in the field. He also added the WC feather
to his cap in September when the IWS were invited to run the
Flatcoat test. Cooper is now Realta Rosario Cooper JH WC.
And Russ’s artistic and photographic skills have brought
forward some lasting work that will be treasured by many for a
long time to come. And Patrice Dodds has amazed many of
us with her blog and many revelations about life with IWS.
She has ventured with good success into the show ring and
the Rally ring. And she has tried her hand at some field
handling.

wonderfully relaxed but maybe that is because we did not
have the August show last year as it was moved to May to
back onto the IWSCA National.

Bill Ellis has had IWS for a fairly long time and they have been
his hunting buddies. But with retirement and the acquisition of
Lorcan, he has ventured into many arenas with great success.
Lorcan and Bill have worked on hunting titles (just recently
passing a Seasoned UKC trial), Rally titles (just finishing up
their RAE) and obedience and even working in agility. It is
wonderful to watch them work through all these venues as a
team. It is the true definition of being companions in all that
they do. The titles they earn do not seem to be the important
thing to them but rather the relationship developed as they
work together towards those titles.

that we have pulled many judges from there to judge for us.
Availability is often key. We may have a club meeting and
people throw out ideas about judges and an informal list is
taken. But when someone starts contacting the names
suggested, often they are not available for the day we need
them. In order to get some judges you almost need to contact
them two to three years in advance. We are not that
organized!

Most of putting on this local specialty is routine. The most
often asked question from “outsiders” is how we select our
judges. And there is not a straight forward answer to that. Of
course, one of the bigger considerations is cost. Being a small
independent show, we need to factor both the cost of travel
and the actual fee the different judges charge. And to be very
upfront, most of the big name judges would not be interested
in giving up a judging weekend to just judge the 40 or so dogs
we offer. That is one of the reasons we often have judges
from this area. We are fortunate to have Canada close so find

Joey, made the trek all the way
to Georgia to become the first
IWS to run the UKC’s Grand.

I am not a person that is good at remembering names. And
that includes judges. People will often ask me who is judging
in August and I have to tell them I really don’t know. Oh sure,
Another WC was earned at the September test. Lorece
I have heard at one of the meetings but the name just does
Newton-Moore with her boy Kev’N also completed the test to not stick! And worse, I may remember the name for some
title. Kev’N’s brother, Joey, made the trek all the way to
reason but more often than not, have no idea who it is. There
Georgia to become the first IWS to run the UKC’s Grand.
are two people that do deal with the judge’s names and that
After a brilliant first series, he went out on the second series
has been Misalyn Armstrong as she has done all the AKC
but I have been told he did it in style (IWS style I am afraid).
paperwork and that includes getting contracts for and from the
judges. The other person is Colleen Morgan as she has been
But, as I write, Christine Robertson is still in the running at this show chairperson and she also handles all the hospitality
year’s Master National with Nike and will be running in the
aspects to care for the judges. As neither of these ladies
fourth series. We all have fingers crossed that she completes actually show dogs they can have all the contact with the
and becomes the first IWS to complete the Master National.
judges and it keeps it away from those of us that do show.
This is Nike’s third and last year to run the National. She has Many clubs do not allow members to show at their own shows.
been an amazingly consistent performer at the Master level
That would not be a practical practice for the members of
and is a credit to her Realta breeding and her owner’s
IWSCOPS. If we did not allow members to show, we would
dedication.
have almost no entry! So we just work to minimize member’s
We also have another IWSCOPS specialty behind us. There actual involvement with the judges
just are not words to give the credit to all the people that pitch .
in and make that happen year after year. This year seemed
We are always open to suggestions and in fact, appreciate
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Northwest Report — continued
ideas about good judges. To us, that is someone that
appreciates our breed and also will be kind to exhibitors.
There are many people that are not “regular” show people that
do show at our local show and it is important to us that it be a
positive experience for them. And it is also important to us
that the judge have an easy hand on the dogs. The few
judge’s names I do remember well are the ones that I would
not let near any of my dogs again because of the way they
“exam” a dog. So, if you have been under a judge and feel
that they meet the above requirements, please let one of our

members know.
The IWSCOPS Christmas party is scheduled for December 12.
It is always a very popular event here in the NW and we invite
anyone and everyone that would like to come to join us. It is
potluck and we do have a gift exchange.
Also, Colleen Morgan had the prototype of the 2011 IWS
Calendar at the last meeting. It is the best one yet! So, if you
are looking for a specialty gift for someone, they are now
available.

The IWSCOPS 2011 Irish Water Spaniel Calendar!
Available for shipping; Place your order NOW!
Price still just $25 each; Shipping -$5 per packet -USA
Canadian and other international currency pricing available on request.
Pay Pal - add $5.
To Place Your Order Contact: Colleen Morgan at 206.524.4841
c.morgan.home@comcast.net
6226 Woodlawn Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103

Don't be left behind!

By Susan Sarracino-Deihl

Midwest Report
Late summer and early fall activities have been slow in the
Upper MidWest. However we have had some notable
achievements in obedience and field work
Obedience
On Oct. 9, Deb Nezgoda’s Ba-Rock (Ch Whistlestop’s Wind of
Change CD NAP NJP TD WC) finished his CD with a first
place in the class to complete the VCD1 title! To earn the
VCD1 title a dog has to be titled in obedience, agility and
tracking. Ba-Rock’s Ch and WC are just bonuses! Ba-Rock is
a talented boy as he is also Deb’s service dog. Ba-Rock is our
picture boy this month; removing Deb’s sock.

WC at the Badger Golden Retriever Club test Aug. 15. Susan
Sarracino-Deihl’s Paddy [Ch Saracen Blue Thunder on the
Marsh CD JH] earned two legs towards his SHR title in
September.

Ba-Rock
helps Deb
with her
socks.

Field
Two MidWest Irishers have run in field tests this summer.
Mary Reich’s lovely Cain (Archwave Another Cain) earned his
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By Liz Liddle

Southwest Report
News from Iraq
Sally Lewis sent us this photo
of Lois Macdonald with
“Bonnie” in front of some silly
stuff that came in a box. Lois
is doing well and counting the
days until she comes home!
We miss you, Lois and thank
you for serving our county!!!
From the Field
Ch Hooligan’s Hussy Home
from Whistle Stop, Jezebel
(Jezzy) has been up in the Pacific Northwest training for her
Junior Hunter with Andy Fontinot. On 8-29-10 she earned her
second leg at the Puget Sound Labrador Retriever Association
Trial. Perfect timing for Florence Blecher as she was in town
and able to watch Jezzy’s performance. That was the last
hunt test in the area until spring. Jezzy will be wintering at
home in Southern California with Florence and Glory. We
think that Glory missed her baby “sister”!
Obedience
Ch (AKC & UKC) Jaybren’s O’ Be The One For Me CGC,
CDX RE & Intermountain Therapy Dog & Reading Program
(Britton) Holly Bauman is very proud to announce that Britton
finished her CDX title with 1st place score of 195 ½ in Boise,
Idaho on Thursday, October 14th with 15 dogs in the class.
She earned her
CDX Title in 6 tries
and all her other
Obedience and
Rally titles she
earned in 3 tries
each. Britton will be
Holly’s first Utility
dog and they are
very excited about
competing in the
Britton
2011 National
Specialty. Congratulations to
Holly and Britton!!!
Waybar’s Never Rainie in So Calif CD RN – Rainie. Hearty
Congrats to John, Hazel and Rainie!!! Owned by John and
Hazel Reynolds, Bakersfield , CA, Hazel and John are thrilled
to announce that Rainie has earned her CD title with a 191 on
her 3rd leg and achieved her 3rd leg in Rally Novice the same
weekend this month.
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IWSCOPS
…and New Champion!
CH Whistle Stop’s Wind on the Water (Bella)
GCH CH Poole’s Ide Got Water RN x CH Whistle Stop’s the
Wind Moriah CD RA JH, Bella was WB at the IWSCOPS
Regional Specialty Show #2 and WB/BOW at the Samammish
KC show the following day to finish her championship at 13
months old. Bella is owned by Michelle Cummings of
Fullerton, CA.

“...Rainie has earned her CD title and achieved her 3rd leg in
Rally Novice the same weekend
this month…”
Agility
Ria got her PDI (Performance Dog I) at the USDAA agility
show on 7/8. She is now in Advanced. Also, Jody ran Kerry
in Hoopers and Weavers at the NADAC show and she did
great!
Rally
Whistle Stop’s Castle of Fire (Arthur) and Ch D’Locks
Kingsfoil Niall O’Kerry (Niall) each earned their first RN leg
at IWSCOPS on August 28th Niall earned his second leg at
Sammamish Kennel Club on Sunday. Both are owned by
Lizzie Liddle.
Robert reports that this
may be old news but its
news nonetheless:
We had a fabulous
Father’s Day weekend in
Gridley, (Just south of
Chico). I am VERY
impressed with the
progress of this show. It’s
smaller but they engage
very knowledgeable
Happy Fathers’ Day, Aloha!
Judges, (e.g. last year they
had Houston Clark). Since
it tends to be hot, this year they moved to a Hawaiian Theme
giving out paper leis with some Judges and exhibitors wearing
Hawaiian shirts. I’d expect more thorough participation in the
relaxed dress as the years go on. Cool to see Kathy in the ring
here.
Judges: William Bergum
Donna M. Cole
Patrick
BOB
Patrick BOB
Molly
BOW/BOS
Molly
WB/BOS
Síocháin BOW

Southwest Report –Continued
We had a 2011 Specialty meeting Saturday morning before
showing in Dixon in August. Cool to see the smiling faces
before going into the ring. Poor Jennifer Isley, she was
grooming up Patrick for Group and when I came back from
getting little Síocháin’s photo I had the Best Puppy ribbon the
steward handed me upon leaving. YIKES! She had to jam
back out of the regular Sporting Group to jump in, and WIN,
the puppy Sporting Group, NICE!
Judges: Dr. Clyde E. Shaw
Dana P. Cline
Patrick
BOB
Wasabi BOB
Wasabi
SEL
Patrick SEL
Molly
WB/BOS/PG1
Molly WB/BOS
Síocháin BOW
Síocháin BOW

Canine Good citizens upon their dogs, (Curry & Molly). On
Sunday tons of tears as Molly goes Best Puppy in Show! Also
had Conrad Morgan and Boomer there taking the Open Fast
24” in Agility with a time over 5.5 Seconds faster than the
Border Collie. Since the time is between 30 and 40 seconds
that’s WAY faster! Cool dog as well, dig him. Wasabi gave me
a hug, (and anyone else he has the opportunity with?-), quite
the lover that boy is, always fun to see his smiling face!

Molly Best
Puppy in
Show
Molly
Puppy
Group 1

Santa Rosa -Tristan was there for the fun match. The free
parking is fairly close to the rings and lots of open grass
space, cool and convenient grounds.

Judges: Dr. Robert A. Indeglia
Wasabi
BOB
Molly
WB/BOS

Robert H. Slay
Wasabi
BOB
Molly
WB/BOS/PBIS

Little Síocháin
trying to figure out
what the big
ribbon’s about...

Judges: Mrs. Judith Goodin
Síocháin BOB
Molly
WB/BOS/PG1

Dr. Ronald I. Spitzer
Síocháin BOB
Molly
WB/BOS

Vallejo in September and Kathy gets to show off all the great
awards for the 2011 Specialty to Sharon, Debbie, and me on
Friday as we’re setting up, (if you win you’re going to love it).
Saturday it was cool to see Jenn. She and Kathy both put

Wednesday September First and Dove season
opens!
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By Cathy Shelby

Artists in Our Midst :
Betty Wathne
Our featured artist this newsletter is well-known for introducing
many of us to freestyle obedience when "Blaze", Ch.
Castlehill's Blazing Madcap UD NA, performed at the national
specialty in Ogden, Utah, in 1994, wowing us after breed
judging. This was my first specialty and since everything was
new to me, I wondered what was going on when I saw several
potted mums being placed around the ring. Then up stepped
Betty and Blaze and the music started. In the ring they came
and I was spell-bound. Watching the two of them "dance" to
the music, executing intricate moves together, Blaze keying off
Betty's body language and the slightest gesture of a finger or
two. It was incredible to watch and I was eager to get home to
my obedience club to show them the video and spark some
interest in our club. Meanwhile, I contacted Betty about a
breeding she was planning with Blaze and "Woody", Ch. CoR's Wingset Woody O'Blu Max CD and was delighted when
she agreed to send us "Stryker", Ch. Madcap's Litning Stryks
O'Regon TD. It wasn't until I received a lovely binder of litter
family pictures, articles and pedigree information sporting a
cover with one of Betty's IWS drawings did I learn that she
was a multi-faceted artist, both in the ring and out. Over the
years, Betty has created drawings that specialties have used
from embroidered designs on fleece jackets and vests to the
logo for the 2010 specialty. For those of you that don't know

Betty well, here is her story, in her own words.
"I’ve been interested in dogs and horses, how they move and
behave, how to influence them through training and portray
them through art and breeding since a fall day when I was 7
years old. I remember the exact moment – it wasn’t anything
special, just playing at a friend’s house, but his Shetland pony
and big shaggy shepherd mix dog were hanging out in the
orchard near us. It was a defining moment for me – the way
the sun hit the dog’s fur, how the pony gathered grass in with
his lips before tearing off a mouthful. I remember thinking “I
want to spend my life studying these creatures”. I started

“I do not consider myself an artist at all
– at best an avid but only somewhat
talented kind of illustrator.”
obsessively drawing them, and am still as fascinated as ever.
I’ve never had any art classes, besides a high school course
where we received no instruction but plenty of time to listen to
music and gossip. But I have been lucky enough to share my
life with dogs and horses. I showed German Shepherds and
Golden Retrievers in juniors, trained everything I could get my
hands on, and earned my first obedience title on my GSD
while still in high school. The Irish Water Spaniel became “my”
breed in 1984, when my search for an unusual, coated,
versatile dog that was fun to train settled on this gifted and
entertaining breed. I view breeding as an art form – there are
definite scientific aspects to it, but striving for that dog that
conforms to the mind’s picture of the ideal cannot be reached
through logic alone. I have been blessed with wonderful puppy
buyers, and Madcap Irishers have excelled in all venues of
dog sports and competition. I consider it a great honor that
several dogs of my breeding have formed the foundation stock
for successful breeding programs.
Goals change through the years. In college, I was determined
to go to vet school, and pursued pre-vet courses at UC Davis
while studying Russian language. At the time, most scientific
journals were written in Russian, and I had a vague idea of
going to art school after graduation, and then being able to
translate and illustrate scientific papers. As I said, goals
change, and ultimately I decided that although my interest in
animals did not wane, I preferred them to be my avocation
rather than to complete my veterinary training. Later I did
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The Newbie Column – Continued
make my living for many years training pet dogs, both in my
home and in a kennel, and this was an invaluable education in
dog behavior. My opportunity to spend time on artwork ebbs
and flows. Right now I have a 20 acre farm, 5 horses, and 50
sheep to care for, and so am forced to consider my training my
art media much of the time. To me, gradually shaping a
behavior towards an imagined goal is as much an art form as
setting pen to paper – it is both self expression and, when
completed, one hopes it is beautiful to look at!

enjoy having dog
art all over my
house, and am
fortunate enough
to have treasures
made by some of
our breed’s artists:
Russ Dodd, Dan
Sayers, Cat
Shelby, and Liz
Weaver. I’m saving
a spot for winning
a Sharon Moreland
quilt some day!

I do not consider myself an artist at all – at best an avid but
only somewhat talented kind of illustrator. My favorite medium
is pen and ink, as I truly enjoy the gradual building of values
and the textures that are possible. There are certain images
and themes that attract me: interpreting medieval characters in
silk threads and crewel stitches, drawing a dog portrait so that My current project
it conveys movement and emotion, getting my dressage horse has been slow to
progress. I’m illustrating a book that I wrote featuring Irish
to move in a classical frame so that he resembles a mount
water spaniels doing all the things they love best. This is a new
adventure for me, and some of the time I’m not sure that I will
be able to complete it. But finding inspiration is easy. I just
look into the expressive eyes of my darling IWS puppy Gaela
as she invites me to play, or admire the evening sun gilding the
coat of one of my Lipizzan horses, and that old, enduring
fascination is still as strong.

“To me it is all art, or at least
carefully crafted.”

from a Greek frieze, having my freestyle dog perform
exuberantly and gracefully. To me it is all art, or at least
carefully crafted.
I drew the Specialty logo for the 1993 and 2010 IWSCA
National Specialties. I occasionally take commissions for
portraits – my favorite subjects are Irish Water Spaniels and
Pyrenean Shepherds.
I’ve only had Pyr
Sheps for a few years,
but love their quirky,
devoted, intelligent
characters and rustic,
athletic appearance.
Recently I designed a
fun logo for my
husband Jarl’s race
team featuring a
stylized Pyr Shep. I

Along with the dogs came the fanciers of the IWS - folks as
diverse and interesting as our dogs. It is always a treat to meet
with IWS friends at the
specialty. We've hosted
several camps at our
farm - three days
devoted to training,
practicing conformation,
obedience, and agility
skills, starting puppies
on birds, competing in a
fun match, and mostly
just spending time with
and talking about
IWS. We plan to have another of these camps the summer of
2011. Along with local IWS breeders Missy McMunn and
Stephanie O'Reilly, I've hosted a Sylvia Bishop obedience
training seminar each year for many years. At the national club
level, I was privileged to work on the Standard Review
committee, the Judges Education committee representing the
eastern US, served on the board as IWSCA club President,
and am currently consulting on the Illustrated Standard
committee."
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By Elizabeth Weaver

New Titles – July
Champion
CH Carlenn's Jus Duckie

B

1-Apr-06 Glenn Randel & Carolyn Randel
Glenn Randel & Carolyn Randel

CH Oak Tree's Irishtocrat CD
CH Doonbeg Purple Rain
CH Folly's Lone Star Ace At Carlenn

D

31-Mar-09 Carolyn Randel & Glenn Randel

Carlenn's Bound To Ramble

Maureen Gasperetti & Susan Bond

CH Clannad's Front Seat Surprise
Versatility
CH Irish Mist Fistful O Dollars VCD2 UDX OM1 VER RE MX MXJ

Andrade
D

27-Jun-02 Cynthia Rathbun
Evelyn M Van Uden & Susan L Bell

CH I.M. The Cat's N Jammer Kid RE
CH Pinebank Doitagin Imkimswick CDX RE AX AXJ NAP NJP NFP
Rally Novice
Jaybren's Politically Correct RN

D

30-Apr-08 Evelyn Van Uden & James Brennan
James F Brennan & Paul Price

CH Whistlestop's Special Agent CD RN
CH Jaybren's Millish Macarthur RN
Junior Hunter
Realta's 13cent Sniper JH

D

14-Feb-07 Hyla Mendelow
Rosemary Sexton

CH Whistlestop's Hula Balloo CDX RAE JH
CH Realta's Supernova CD RN MH
Novice Agility Preferred
CH Whistle Stop Winds Of Change TD NAP NJP

D

24-Oct-08 Debra Nezgoda
Colleen McDaniel

CH O'Malleigh's Mr. W S Action RN
CH Whistle Stop's The Wind Moriah CD RA JH
Master Agility Excellent Preferred 2
CH MACH Madcap's Way To My Heart UD RE JH MXP2 MJP2 XF

B

10-Jun-01 Stephanie O'Reilly & Betty Wathne
Susan Tapp & Betty L Wathne

CH Castlehill's Fynder's Keepers CD
CH Madcap's Brilliant Virtue CD
Novice Agility Jumper Preferred
CH Whistle Stop Winds Of Change TD NJP

D

24-Oct-08 Debra Nezgoda
Colleen McDaniel

CH O'Malleigh's Mr. W S Action RN
CH Whistle Stop's The Wind Moriah CD RA JH
Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 2
CH MACH Madcap's Way To My Heart UD RE JH MXP MJP2 XF

B

10-Jun-01 Stephanie O'Reilly & Betty Wathne
Susan Tapp & Betty L Wathne

CH Castlehill's Fynder's Keepers CD
CH Madcap's Brilliant Virtue CD

New Titles – August
Champion
CH Whistle Stop's Elements Of Magic
GCH CH Poole's Ide Got Water RN
CH Whistle Stop's The Wind Moriah CD RA JH
CH Whistlestop's Fire & Ice
GCH CH Poole's Ide Got Water RN
CH Whistle Stop's The Wind Moriah CD RA JH
Grand Champion
GCH CH Poole's Ide Got Water RN
CH Fynder Freethinker
CH Poole's Ide Then There's Maude
Companion Dog
Realta Bear Necessities Of Yo-Yo CD RA
CH Whistlestop's Hula Balloo CDX RAE JH
CH Realta's Supernova CD RN MH
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D

B

17-Jul-09 Colleen McDaniel & Stacy J Duncan
Colleen McDaniel & Stacy J Duncan
Bred By Exhibitor Award
17-Jul-09 Stacy J Duncan & Colleen McDaniel
Colleen McDaniel & Stacy J Duncan
Bred By Exhibitor Award

D

11-Feb-07 Stacy J Duncan & Gregory M Siner &
Colleen McDaniel & Cathy M Shelby
Gregory H Siner & Debbie Patterson

D

14-Feb-07 Tamara J Walker
Rosemary Sexton

New Titles – August Continued
Rally Novice
CH Curlyco Arctic Storm RN
CH Whistlestop's Special Agent CD RN
Curlyco Riverdance
Mallyree Here Comes The Son RN
CH Poole's Ide Who'D A Thought It
CH Mallyree Kayla A'Mhara RN
CH Whistle Stop's Elements Of Magic RN
GCH CH Poole's Ide Got Water RN
CH Whistle Stop's The Wind Moriah CD RA JH
Rally Advanced
Ballyhoo's Juicy Plum RA
CH Beaufield John Barleycorn CD SH
CH Ballyhoo's Ima Tango Dancer CD RN JH
CH Mallyree Rosa A'Mhara RA
CH Mallyree Range O'er The Land
CH Mallyree Emerald Amhara
CH Muddy Waters Isle Of Madaket CD RA NAP NJP
CH Mole End Hucknall
CH Muddywatersbagladyo'birdhill CDX
Rally Advanced Excellent
Grainne's Lorcan Ui Donnachaidh CD RAE JH
CH D'Lochs Irish Upon A Star CD JH
CH Realta's Grace Under Fire CD JH
Junior Hunter
CH Whistlestop Journey To Freedom CD RN JH
CH Fynder Freethinker
CH Poole's Ide Pintail Delia CD
Agility Excellent
Cuardach Makes My Heart Soar RN AX AXJ OF
CH Castlehill's Magic Moment CDX
CH MACH Madcap's Way To My Heart UD RE JH PAX XF
Novice Agility Jumper
CH D'Locks Lunar Eclipse NAJ NAP NJP
CH Dreadlocks Keeper O The Keys CD
CH Ildand'lochs I Wanted Wings
Novice Agility Jumper Preferred
Poole's Ide Hallmark TD JH NAP NJP
CH Oak Tree's Irishtocrat CD
CH Poole's Ide First Water CD JH
Master Agility Champion
CH MACH Mole End Inflated Ego XF
CH Mole End Jabberwocky
CH MACH Mole End Luminous Drina CD RN NAP NJP OF
MACH Poole's Ide Skyrish D'Locks CD RN NF
CH Dreadlocks Dralion Du Tidemark
CH Poole's Ide First Water CD JH
Preferred Agility Excellent
CH MACH Madcap's Way To My Heart UD RE JH PAX XF
CH Castlehill's Fynder's Keepers CD

D

D

D

14-Jul-08 Colleen McDaniel & Loren Ross
Sari Vottonen
18-Jun-09 Alice Getchell & Pamela Manus & Paul Getchell
Marion Hopkins & Pamela J Manus
17-Jul-09 Colleen McDaniel & Stacy J Duncan
Colleen McDaniel & Stacy J Duncan

B

14-Jan-05 Marilyn Cantrell & Will Cantrell
Judith Goonyep & Dede Selph

B

13-May-07 Marion Hopkins & Pamela Manus
MARION L HOPKINS

B

18-Mar-01 Alice Getchell & Paul Getchell
Diane L Wacker

D

21-Aug-05 William Ellis & Lee Ellis
Larry E Spencer & Virginia B Spencer

B

1-Jun-07 Colleen McDaniel
Joe Mcconkey & Laurie McConkey

B

30-Mar-08 Stephanie O'Reilly & Jeff Rife
Stephanie O'Reilly & Susan Tapp & Betty Wathne

B

26-May-05 Grattan Foy & Lynn Musgrave & Enzo Marfella
Lynn Musgrave

D

D

B

B

1-Dec-02 Susanne Hogan
Gregory M Siner

12-Jun-02 Jennifer Weaver
Jennifer Weaver
Bred By Exhibitor Award
20-Oct-05 Sandra Loree & Lynn Musgrave
Gregory M Siner

10-Jun-01 Stephanie O'Reilly & Betty Wathne
Susan Tapp & Betty L Wathne

CH Madcap's Brilliant Virtue CD
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Attention Everyone, The survey has been extended to
the end of 2010 to increase participation. Please Fill
out the survey for all your beloved IWS and pass the
word to all your IWS friends!!!
The survey is located on a link on the IWSCA website
http://iwsca.webs.com/
Please take the survey for every IWS that you have owned. It
doesn’t matter if your IWS is a Best in Show winning IWS or a
beloved pet, health information from every IWS is needed. The
survey is completely anonymous, so please be candid and
comprehensive when answering.
Your support and cooperation in this endeavor are vital to its success.

IWSCA News Editor
17147 Weaver Lane SW
Rochester, WA 98579

Address label here

